EPILOGUE SUMMARY

The following lines recap the epilogue.

Addendum 2020 is a professional memoir reprise;
    with a Janus image, including past and future reflections,
    in an era of public turbulent trends,
    that are contrary to, our century of societal progress,
    for educators of adults, and the various people we serve.
Publications from the past, are enriched each and every year;
    in a scattered treasure trove, of illustrative concepts and examples;
    fostered by learning exchanges, of accessible hybrid vigor;
    so welcome to the dance, of a variety of proficiencies,
    on the floor that provides, the foundation of the field.
Active educators of adults, are engaged in various venues,
    who serve as sources of expertise, and as partners of cooperation,
    in popular media, and in academic silos;
    who may be at risk, due to lack of legacies,
    in each national region, and network of connection.
Such transcendent scholars, and practitioners intend to perform,
    multiple roles aligned, with contextual expectations;
    which reflect their knowledge, attitudes and skills,
    along with other roles, in family, work and community;
    informed by writings, mentors; and their own inquiry.
In independent living, with friends and neighbors, in a retirement community;
    it’s easy living, and coordinating discussion group;
    even participating in a community organization,
    helping to encourage, members’ cascades of learning;
    as advocates for member engagement and community connections.